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About This Content

British Commander: Vanguard Operations Regiment
The Vanguard Operations Regiment utilizes a mixed force of air and ground support to maintain a strong frontline presence.

Launch the Forward Logistics Glider to provide early field support, advance quickly with the Raid Operation, and call for
Strafing Support to maintain air supremacy. Finally, the potent Vanguard Operations Crocodile can be deployed in order to

make the decisive thrust into enemy territory.

Raid Operation
Allows all your infantry and British vehicles to capture points quickly. Use this to break through enemy lines.

Forward Logistics Glider
Deploy a Forward Logistics Glider Headquarters with an Airlanding Officer to the targeted sector. The headquarters
provides additional Commandos, reinforcements and a greater return of resources in the sector it occupies.

Vehicle Crew Repairs
Damaged vehicles will stop and begin to repair themselves rapidly. While repairing, these vehicles will be covered by a
smoke barrage.

Strafing Support
Two Hawker Typhoons target the designated area with rockets and machineguns.
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Vanguard Operation “Crocodile”
Nearby batteries will fire a quire illumination shot to the target area while a Churchill Crocodile is deployed to the field.
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Title: COH 2 - British Commander: Vanguard Operations Regiment
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 3 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Memory: 2GB RAM

Processor: 2Ghz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Graphics: 512MB Direct3D 10 capable video card (GeForce 8800 GT or Radeon HD 2900XT)

OS: 32bit Vista

Internet: Broadband Internet connection

Hard Drive: 30GB free Hard disc space

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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Crappy controls, boring, lack of mechanics. Don't waste your money on this one.. Warning for achievement hunters: Only 15
out of 29 achievements for this game are working properly. The rest are un-achievable, and some that they have planned are
outright ridiculous.

The developers posted in December that they would be fixing this in "the coming weeks" on the discussion page, and have been
radio-silent ever since.

I will update and possibly change my recommendation when this update eventually rolls out.. more than a few bugs very anoying
tutorial and quite a tiedous game. fUN dEMO TO WATCH REALLY COOL IF YOU JUST BOUGHT YOUR vr. This game is
pretty good. Like Zombie Training Simulator, you have your little base, and you have to defend it. The similarities end there-
and that's good. The zombies are lifelike, and you actually have to slap magazines into your weapon to reload it. Currently you
can choose between a bow, a handgun, and a fully automatic rifle. Each weapon has its own benefits and drawbacks, however
I've found shooting the rifle with quick presses of the trigger to shoot it in single-fire mode works the best. You can actually do
a tactical reload in this game, saving partially empty magazines for use later in case the situation gets that desperate.

I did have a slight bit of lag while moving towards the virtual table in this game. I assume that is an optimization issue and will
be easily fixed. The issue was tiny; barely noticable.

This is the zombie shooter game we have been waiting for. I can't wait to see what additional polishes the publisher adds in. I'd
add more maps, more guns, etc, but that's probably in the pipeline already. For being in early access, this game is more complete
and polished than many which claim to be "finished." If the devs keep plugging away to add features requested by the
community, this will end up to be a hell of a game.. It's a great game, fun to play with friends and by yourself.

Gameplay: 8\/10
Music: \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ingAmazing\/10
Characters: WheresThePersonalityOtherThanThatGreatCharacters\/10
Level Design: Fun\/10
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ok its o k and taken me a long time to find the upload/make it a file button i whould give it a bad revier but its at 6/10 for me so
its a yes for me it does what it does i made this music chech it out
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FLWya6FFL8w

EDIT IT IS ANOYING YOU CANT HAVE YOUTUBE VIDEOS PLAYING IN THE BACKGROUND I AM JUST 1 AWAY
FROM A DISLIKE AND THIS MADE THE 1. It's mainly an achievement farm game, but to be honest it's worth your money
even if you're just looking for a mosaic game.. Good story, Neil Gaiman's writing is always a pleasure. As for the game the
puzzels were to easy, the soundtrack was repetitive, and the objects you click on were either to close together (making you click
one rather then the other) or not sensitive enough (ending up clicking on it several times). If I were a child I would probably
have enjoyed this game more and found it more challenging but as an adult it was fairly boring. I would maybe recommend this
for someone with a 10 year old.. should be renamed to &quot♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥Simulator 2.0"
creepy answers
unrealistic portraying of women
sexism
racism

Is this game even legal?. This game is worth the money you pay for it. It is nice to pass the time, play with friends or do
speedruns. This game is a solid meme\/10.. Full review later. Early thoughts now: This game is unforgiving at a level about one
step higher than Dark Souls. Any errors in the first three levels means you're replaying it.

Update 11/9/15: The update that just dropped has loosened up the requirements in the first five levels as well as giving better
highlighting to the win conditions, and it's much more engaging and forgiving now. Well done to the developers. Check the
dates on other reviews if they comment on the difficulty.. It's not awful, but it's not incredibly entertaining and it does not have a
lot of content.

Unless you're getting it for a significant discount, I wouldn't consider this game worth the money. There's just not enough there..
__________
  | THE RESULTS! |
  |__________|
Time...............................................7 Years to make
Graphics.............................................................3\/3
Music..................................................................3\/3
Gameplay...........................................................6\/6
Skill Meter..........\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u27
30\u2730\u2730
GRADE.................................................................S
  _______________
  |Golly! A perfect Score! |
  | _______________|
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